SERA FROM SYPIllLI ATIC PATIENTS CROSS REACT WI TH
SPECIFIC GLYCOPEPTIDOLIPID AND WHOLE LIPID EXTRACT
OF MYCOBACTERIUM AVIUM COMPLEX IN AN ANTI
CARDI OLIPIN ANTIBODY TEST
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Antiphospholipid or anticardiolipin (aCL) antibodies
comprise a family of immunoglobulins which have been

associated with symptoms in<;;l uding strokes, venous
thrombosis, thrombocytopenia, and recurrent abortionY
There are reports with regard to the occurrence of aCL
antibodies in patients with septicemia and acute disease
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states such as mycoplasma infection,3 malaria,4lyme disease5
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and a number of viral infections including HIV.6
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molecules in their cell wall, such as gl ycopeptidolipid (GPL),
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glycolipid. In this study the immuno-cross-reactivity between
complex (MAC), and CL were examined.
GPL and whole lipid extract (WLE) were purified from
MAC serovar 4 (TMC 1463).8 Nine sera from syphiliatic
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patients as well as normal control volunteers were used.

�

ELISA assay was performed as described by Harris et al.2

0

The microtiter plates were coated with mycobacterial lipids
or with 30 � per well of 50 �g/mL CL in ethanol. Fifty
microliters of patients' serum (primary antibody) followed
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GPL, a major lipid component of Mycobacterium avium
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antihuman IgG was added. Enzyme s u bstrate (P
nitrophenylphosphate-diethanolamine buffer) was then
added. A Bio-rad computerized program (Bio-Rad
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Laboratories, Hercules, CA) enabled the construction of
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calibration curves and the determination of the values of the
used to construct the calibration curves. All experiments
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by alkaline- phosphatase labeled, affinity-purified goat

unknown samples from the curve. Log-Iogit equations were
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Fig. 1.

Nine sera samples from syphiliatic patients were collected
and then added on the ELISA plates coated with 1.5 I-1g of

were done in triplicates and significance was assessed by

CL e, WLE a and

means of Student's t-test with a set a priori at p<0.05.

GPL+ . Nine samples of normal sera

were also plated on the CL-coated wells •. The samples

Figure 1 shows a comparison among CL,WLE and GPL

were done in triplicates and the mean values reported. An

coated plates following incubation with sera from syphiliatic

asterisk (*) indicates a significant difference between

patients in an ELISA test. The binding of sera from syphiliatic

syphiliatic and normal control sera. Arrows indicate

patients to CL was more evident than WLE and GPL. The

standard deviation.

binding of anti-CL antibody standards on CL or WLE
coated plates was also studied.
The binding of anti-CL antibody was more evident in the
presence of CL than WLE. The cross-reacting of anti-CL
antibody was apparent in the presence oftO or 1.5 �g ofWLE
(data not shown). To examine the degree of binding of anti
CL monoclonal antibody (mAb) to mycobacterial lipids, the
plates were then incubated with anti-CL mAb as the primary
antibody. Results indicated a comparable binding of the anti
CL mAb to CL, GPL and WLE (Fig. 2). Using a polyclonal
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antibody against CL, however, showed a significant difference
in binding to CL as compared to GPL or WLE.
The presence of anti-CL antibody has been reported in
various infectious diseases3-7 and also in 14% of the general
population.9 With such a wide range of distribution, the

anti-CL monoclonal antibody

Fig. 2. Plates were coated
100, and

GPLO

_

anti-CL polydonal antibody

with L5llg per well of CLD,

WLE

An asterisk (*) indicates significance.

binding of anti-CL antibody to WLE isolated from MAC
may have occurred via any of the molecules present in the

monoclonal antibody with CL, GPL, and WLE indicated a

WLE. On the other-hand, the GPL molecule has a well

similar binding pattern, suggesting the presence of a similar

defined structure. The 3,4-di-0-methyrhamose is attached to

recognition site on all three lipids. There is an inconsistency

the alaninol on the terminal end of the peptide moiety and the

with regard to binding of the antibodies to phospholipids

6-deoxyhexose is linked to the allo-theronine in the peptide

from syphiliatic patients. Some suggest that it may bind to

moiety, a structure umike CL. The incubation of anti-CL

CLIO or phosphatidyleholine.ll
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The infonnation presented here may suggest the presence
of multivalent antibodies against CL which bind to several
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